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and then there are a handful of covers that are just amazing. these are obvious high end cover
artists. it doesnt matter who is playing the music on the album. the amazingness of these covers

speaks for itself. these are the covers where you notice the artists are clearly on a mission.
maintaining a certain look, a certain energy and a certain personality. often it is a one off which
is seen as even more impressive because it is rare to see a designer who does this consistently
throughout his or her career. usually the artist is seen as over the top, or just plain crazy, but in
these cases the covers speak for themselves. often the artist is high profile. there was a time

when the uk had a whole crop of really great and innovative cover artists, but its hard to say the
same for the us. i love the art that rick baker made for the first three pink floyd albums. its
amazing how he made the album art of a bunch of people who knew nothing about making

album covers. he made these things up as he went along. how cool is that! there is something
really special about the uk music scene. there were dozens of great innovative cover artists at
the time. the rest of the world still lags behind because they are too stuck in the 80s and dont
understand what they have missed out on. recently one of my friends was telling me about the

classic covers of the beatles by hipgnosis. he said that they were amazing and that i should look
into it. of course i did. i had no idea what the first album was called and found this one here. i
read it in the back of the book and i just knew that the cover was going to be amazing. then i

heard that storm thorgerson was the designer. i had no idea he was the one responsible for so
many of these amazing covers, and i had no idea that he was the person who did the cover for
star wars, a film i actually liked. i have seen some of his work and it looks amazing. if anyone
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isnt aware of storm thorgerson and his work, i would recommend you look it up. he was one of
the most influential graphic designers of all time. he had a way of taking the most mundane and
banal items and turning them into something absolutely brilliant. this has even been captured in

a warner brothers cartoon.
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another of hipgnosis work i really liked was the pink floyd covers. they were really innovative,
and some of the most influential cover art of all time. the fact that the band and their

management were not happy with the idea of having their own design team is a testament to
hipgnosis. they took their ideas and made them happen. its not often that you see that in the
music business. it is almost unheard of, and certainly unheard of in the uk. my favorite album

cover is the new riders the adventures of panama red by the grateful dead. i can still remember
when i was a kid opening up this album for the first time. i had no idea what to expect, but i was
instantly captured by this cover. ive always remembered this album cover since then. i like the
bowie album covers, and i love the who do my image, the dead are the ultimate band/hero in

my opinion and theyve got the best albums. i like the whole era, the stones' "sat" era, the
beatles "white album" era, the dr.who era (the real one) and the pink floyd era. i like the olden
days of rock n' roll. i don't know if this album cover has anything to do with the content of the

album. it just looks cool, and its a good cover. its also the first album cover i remember getting. i
was definitely a kid. i also have a bunch of other albums from this era on vinyl. this was the first
one i bought. i think my mother gave it to me. this is an album i have listened to a lot and i still
like it. it is very unique in the way it looks. the band is always a creative bunch and this album

cover is one of those albums that has a great song to match. 5ec8ef588b
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